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Abstract: Industry academic interface may well be outlined as interactive and cooperative arrangement between
educational establishments and business companies for the accomplishment of  sure reciprocally inclusive
goals and objectives. Educational sector is inventive and therefore the industry has the task of  commercializing
ideas. Industry academic collaboration, world over, is kind of  restricted and no model that’s wide used exists,
though this has forever been a subject of  dialogue on each side. A productive interface between industry and
academic, within the gift times of  data economy, could be an important demand. Industry academic interface
brings to satisfy the industry’s desires and expectations and therefore the educational aspirations. Interactions
between universities, analysis establishments and personal business square measure mentioned in an exceedingly
growing body of  various problems and collaborations. Collaboration remains dependent upon and formed
by the structure and management characteristics of  partners engaged in cooperative activity. This analysis
paper examines the objectives, challenges and advantages of  industry- academic interface. The dynamic forces
in operation inside the industry-research establishment interface square measure analyzed during this paper.

The goal of  this analysis paper is to stipulate what’s the importance of  industry- academic interface, common
ways in which of  moorage industry- academic interface through the efforts of  academic establishments and
thru the efforts of  firms and at last the read of  company Managers that the Indian domain isn’t upto the
standards of  business level and therefore the read of  Management academics differs with the read of  company
Managers. The analysis has been conducted among Students and academics of  Management schools or
Universities and therefore the company Managers of  Gwalior, M.P. that were one hundred in variety through
Questionnaires. The technique that was collected for sampling was the sampling and therefore the population
was finite. The most objective was to grasp the impact of  industry academia interface on the event of
Management schools or Universities.
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INTRODUCTION

B-Schools and Industry, that for long are in operation in
independent spaces, square measure slash cleave crawling
closer to each contrasting option to make cooperative
energies. The unendingly unique administration standards,
because of  developing intricacy of  the business climate,
today, have required these both to return closer. A
beneficial interface amongst business and space inside
the blessing times of  information economy could be a

vital request. An organized and general interface amongst
business and in this way the area is critical though defining
educational program in specialized resources, schools and
colleges. This may ensure that the training conferred in
such foundations brings about production of  experience
and aptitudes that may meet the exact necessities of
business. The principal part of  a foundation of  upper
learning is to make and engender information. To do this,
they need to influence information, to keep this data
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adjusted to rising substances, build up the appropriate
apparatuses and implies that to go around this data (like
contextual investigations, examination productions) and
ensure that their school is capable and might move and
encourage grown-up learning. For instance IIM Corporate
Relations cell sorts out L-Cube ’08 - a yearly industry-the
scholarly world interface occasion. Scholastic foundations
have focused on trashing and situating as opposed to
making and proliferating information. History, in any case,
discloses to US that entire recognition and situation
openings have everlastingly been the aftereffects of  think
endeavors. Inability to recognize each other’s part can
reduce the interface amongst business and establishment
and it will without a doubt achieve to coordinate amongst
request and give of  work force, which, thus, will cause
disturbance inside the activity showcase.

The industry-academia interface advantages not
solely the academic establishments however additionally
the corporate. Firms square measure progressively
moving on the far side the traditional role of  simply
riveting talent; they’re additionally actively taking part
within the method of  shaping it. For the businesses
nowadays, human talent is that the most precious quality.
It’s vital that organizations not solely rent talent, however
additionally have interaction in increasing talent
convenience within the business and supply growth
opportunities, in an exceedingly accountable manner. A
method of  doing it’s through building shut relationship
with academic establishments, which require support and
experience from the business in grooming their students
by augmenting theirs skills, data and awareness before they
step into the larger world. Every organization has its own
desires and thereby try and impart identical coaching to
job aspirants through these tie ups. Each company has its
distinctive product/ services line that differentiates itself
from its competitors within the market. By moorage with
academic establishments, firms save heap of  your time and
resources and acquire future leaders. For instance Wipro
Technologies initiates industry-academia interface as they
train engineering school in adapting fashionable teaching
techniques and to stay themselves abreast with the
necessities of  the company world.

Industry-academia interface comes that business and
domain engagement needs to be supported models of

best practices, correct partners and processes required
inside university, funding agencies and firms to assist build
good, economical and effective partnerships.

The main objectives of  Industry-academia interface
is following:

� To provide distinctive opportunities of  skilled
education to students.

� To equip students with high level of  abstract,
analytical and descriptive skills.

� To alter students to grasp and understand the
advanced atmosphere and handle their
assignments aptly and effectively.

� To alter students to develop high proficiency in
interpersonal and communication skills.

� To strengthen the choice creating skills of  the
scholars.

� To help students develop a holistic and
integrated temperament.

� To provide students social and ethical values and
pride in national heritage.

� To initiate shared aims, cluster learning and cross
cultural heritage.

� To help the scholars acquire the skills, angle and
temperament behooving an expert and
accountable national.

CHALLENGES IN INDUSTRY-ACADEMIA
COLLABORATION

Industry Academic coordinated effort has everlastingly
been a subject of  discourse in each the edges and still no
model exists that is wide utilized. To be sure, the
cooperation, world over, is somewhat limited. This just
demonstrates the issue of  the issue. Here, we tend to
talk about the different types of  joint effort that square
measure feasible, essentially inside the Indian situation.

Producer-Consumer Interaction

The normal association demonstrate amongst scholarly
and industry is that of  maker customer a relationship
that has existed for long between the two sides. This
relationship requires some coordinated effort on the
grounds that the customer needs to ensure that the yield
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of  the maker fulfills the necessities to an outsized degree.
Subsequently, one assortment of  joint effort, that is a
considerable measure of inside the idea of a criticism
circuit, is for the business to create contributions back to
the instructional exercise foundations concerning their
recognition or examination of  their stock. Evidently, even
this somewhat clear sensibly communication doesn’t
happen in an exceedingly organized way, as each the edges
keep up a remote relationship.

Collaboration in continued Education

One of the core competencies of educational
establishments is teaching. And plenty of  institutes
engaged in education at high finish, have the courseware
and skill to produce coaching for high-end personnel
development. A natural collaboration chance is for the
tutorial school and institutes to conduct coaching in topics
of  interest to industry. This model has existed for long
term and in all fairness well understood. This kind of
relationship is additionally useful to each. Typically, during
this variety of  collaboration, continued education schemes
square measure offered that square measure designed for
industry participants. Short courses could also be offered
by some school in some company or some common place.
There may be the requirement for programs for operating
professionals that looks to be increasing. Programs for
operating professionals in management square measure
currently discovering in Asian country. This can be one
space that may be doubtless developed, and it’s best done
if  each side collaborate.

Collaboration in Analysis

Today inside the world driven by property, there’s partner
degree hyperbolic intrigue unitedly inside the space of
examination. For the necessities of  our exchange,
investigation is thought of  on the grounds that the action
of  making new information. Despite the fact that
academicians in most shrewd foundations have
association in investigation, coordinated effort amid this
space is practical given that the business includes a need
for examination. In spite of  the fact that the objective of
investigation is to make new information, the point of
examination in an exceedingly organization is to make
new information that elective parts of  the corporate will

use to help the business. Investigation is frequently not a
business or a benefit focus however an extended term
speculation, that helps an association, produces a ton of
income and benefits. In India, as of  not long ago there
was no need for examination in many firms the
information that existed inside the property right was
sufficient for the business the corporate was occupied
with. however that seems to be dynamic presently. An
innovation player whose business relies upon pushing
innovation progresses wants investigation just to grow
new advancements that it will then use to bring out more
up to date stock inside the commercial center.

Academicians have an awfully sturdy ability to
abstract from the matter and create by mental act then
solve it within the abstract domain. This can be relate
degree encounter that is unfortunately missing inside the
business, that is Janus-looked with natural issues all the
live long day, for the most part not material ownership
the conceptualization capacity to create. And keeping in
mind that not right conceptualization, there will
exceptionally be no investigation, as examination
everlastingly tries to deal with a general downside. In this
way, there’s a characteristic synergism between the
instructional exercises and along these lines the business
researcher academician will loan the conceptualization
and speculation aptitudes and consequently the business
will  offer the sensible reality inside which the
conceptualization is unmoving. Also, there’s no
straightforward on account of  extension this hole each
side ought to simply pay time along to know each other’s
setting and build up a standard dialect. This model accept
that the instructional exercise is as of  now working on
those issues.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Sample Size : 100
Sampling Technique : Random Sampling
Population : Finite
Data Collection Instrument : Questionnaire
Demographic : Students and Teachers of

Private Management
Colleges or Universities
& Corporate peoples

Geographic Location : Gwalior, M.P.
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• The research was conducted in the management
colleges or universities and the corporate world
where many facts were known and discussed.
The very first part of  the research is to know
the importance of  industry-academia interface
which is represented through the graph 1.1.

• The next data representation was to know the
popular ways of  typing up industry academia
interface from the view point of educational
institutions in the graph 1.2.

• The next data representation is of  same category
i.e. to know the popular ways of  typing up
industry academia interface but from the view
point of  the companies through the graph 1.3.

• The next data representation is to know the fact
that Indian academia is not upto the
expectations of  industry standards from the
view point of  industry through the graph 1.4.

FINDINGS

� Everyone whether or not the student or the
academicians of  Management schools or Universities
or the company guys in agreement that there’s nice
importance of  Industry-academic Interface showing
the favorable 78% whereas 12% says that they do
not agree and therefore the rest 10% were altogether
innocent over the difficulty.

� Majority of  Management Students or Academicians
have said that the popular ways of  typing up Industry
–Academia interface will  be by CAMPUS
SELECTION having 60%, 25% says through
RESEARCH\ JOINT PROJECTS while the rest
15% says through GUEST LECTURES. The main
focus was for CAMPUS SELECTION because
through this there can be relations between both the
parties as well as the students can get good jobs with
branded banners. Some have said that RESEARCH\
JOINT PROJECTS can lead to relations because
academic peoples are good at collection of  data and
analysis of  data for the discovery or the solutions of
the problems. Some have said that GUEST
LECTURES can also be good because in an hour or
so one can brief the students about the reality of the
Corporate World.

� Majority of  Corporate Managers have also said that
the popular ways of  typing up Industry –Academia
interface will be by CAMPUS SELECTION having
68%, 19% have said through INTERNSHIP
OPPORTUNTIES while the rest 13% said it can
also be through AWARDS FOR ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE. The Corporate Managers are also
agreeing the point of  CAMPUS SELECTION
because they have also been students, one day so they
know the psychology of  students very well. Some
have said that INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNTIES
can also work because they can train students for a
particular period and the company peoples can have
their own work while training by paying them stipends
which will cost less expenditures than by giving
salaries to the employees. Some managers have said
that there can be AWARDS FOR ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE, this will make there company name
popular in the eyes of  students which will ultimately
help them to fetch quality oriented students for the
jobs in their companies.

� Many Corporate Managers i.e. 78% have said that
Indian Academia is not upto the Industry Standards
while the rest 22% have said that they are doing fine.
Majority of  corporate managers are not happy with
the Indian Management students performances in
the jobs because they are making quick switch over’s
from one company to another and are always thinking
for amount of  salaries. Actually they are not happy
with Management students and they are blaming
Indian Academia. Some corporate managers are of
the view that it is natural process and things go on
like this and everything is fine.

� Many Management Students and Faculties i.e. 88%
have dis-agreed upon the statement that Indian
Academia is not upto the Industry Standards while
the rest 12% were agreeing to the statement. Majority
of  Management students and teachers have said that
those companies which are not financially strong are
of the view that Indian Academia is not up to the
Industry standards because they are looking for multi-
tasking characteristics of  students where they have
to pay for one task and they can take the work of
multiple task while good and branded companies do
not think in this way as they like specialists. Some
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faculty members who were not happy with the
Institutions were agreeing the above statement of
Indian Academia is not up to the Industry standards.

INDUSTRY SECTORS FOR CAMPUS
PLACEMENT

•  IT and ITEs 42.78%

•  Marketing, Consultant 12.45%

•  Manufacturing 13.42%

•  Research Organization 1.89%

•  FMCG,  Management 6.87%

•  Telecom, Education 4.53%

•  Banking, Finance 8.95%

•  Media, Masscom 1.69%

•  Biotechnology 7.42%

COMPLEXIONS OF INDUSTRY ACADEMIA

� Increasing complexness in educational and corporate
world and perpetually dynamic desires of  the
industry:

� Increasing criticality of human ability in making and
sustaining aggressiveness of  the organizations

� Shift in management paradigm of  skilled faculties
from earlier educational models to revenue primarily
based models

� Growing competition for student placements and
industry mind-share, with speedy increase within the
variety of  skilled faculties and thus the graduates

� Growing pressure from industry to create their recent
inductees productive from day one to cut back the
next coaching prices.

SUGGESTIONS

� Management schools or Universities ought to try and
develop relations with the company Managers by
Research/ Joint Projects and Guest Lectures so there
is a lot of  field Interviews resulting in a lot of  healthy
placements.

� The commendation will solely be done by each the
hands that the company Managers ought to
additionally act with the Internships Programmes,
Awards for educational excellence and specially field
Interviews which can facilitate them to induce right
profile of  candidates that they’re longing for totally
different vacancies. These techniques can facilitate
the Management schools or Universities to induce
acquaintance with the various firms and therefore
the merchandise and services they’re dealing in and
likewise the scholars is trained.

� The clashes will be there between academic peoples
and the corporate peoples so the best possible
technique is ignore the controversial areas and issues
and we should be busy with our own responsibilities
and obligations rather than of  others. This means
that the Management College or University Teachers
should teach with their best efforts and the corporate
managers should hide the working patterns and the
salary issues.

CONCLUSION

Private sector and not the Govt had emerged as a serious
supplier of  latest jobs. As such, education progressively
ought to be applications-specific. To facilitate this, domain
and business would need to act on a daily basis. There
ought to be new education policies and employment
opportunities as a result of  time is dynamic and there’s a
necessity for modification within the attitude of our
education system.

Industry- educational square measure a unique variety
of  bridging the gap between the task demand and
therefore the coaching imparted at academic
establishments the most aim of this paper is that the
industry-academia engagement mustn’t be tentative and
practice, but real. Industry- educational tie ups is bound
a win- win scenario for each parties. The management
students ought to assume in terms of  entrepreneurship
and utilize the human talent on the market within the
country for the expansion and prosperity of  the state.
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Graphical Illustration of  the analysis

Graph 1.4: Showing the data representation of  Indian
academia not upto the industry standards from industry

point of view

Graph 1.1: Showing information illustration of  the
importance of  business domain interface

Graph 1.2: Showing the data representation of  popular
ways of  typing industry academia interface from the

efforts of  educational institutions

Graph 1.3: Showing the data representation of  popular
ways of  typing industry academia interface from the

efforts of  companies
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